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Abstract
A problem of the development of distributed informa-

tion system for carrying out numerical experiments in
the purpose of design and optimizations of charged parti-
cle accelerators is discussed. The infrastructure of a con-
sidered informational system should provide an effective
methods for organizing calculations, storing, sharing,
exchanging and analyzing the results of numerical ex-
periments and data, remote user access to the system for
group of researchers. To achieve this aim we proposed
distributed architecture based on independent compo-
nents: database server, high-performance distributed cal-
culation services, web interface that provides tools for
interaction of users with information system. To ensure
flexible changing of models we proposed the ”lazy fill-
ing” conception of database table.
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1 Introduction
The problem of developing new accelerator systems

and improving old ones is related to the accumulation
of a large amount of information about various design
options and the carrying out a large amount of numerical
experiments to determine their quality against the spec-
ified criteria. Storing the information and conducting
experiments on the personal computing resources of the
participants of the research team seems to be inefficient
due to the data decentralization and the long duration
of the calculations. So, development of distributed in-
formation tools, which allow efficient processing of the
large amounts of data with the possibility of experiments

data sharing based on providing centralized remote ac-
cess for a group of researchers and engineers involved in
the design process is a fundamental problem.
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Figure 1. UML use cases diagram

The most appropriate way to solve this problem is
to create an infrastructure consisting of a dedicated
database server containing information on the parame-
ters of accelerating structures, a queue of tasks to be per-
formed, a history of the user actions, already calculated
results, and a high-performance distributed calculation
services for tasks from the queue. It is reasonable to
provide remote access to the team members to the desig-
nated services using a web interface that provides tools
for editing information from the database, queuing tasks
and visualizing results. Thus, the combination of these
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Figure 3. The main page

three components allow us to build a distributed high-
performance information system that provides flexible,
convenient and efficient tools for solving scientific prob-
lems. Using the resources of the Computing Center of
St. Petersburg State University will allow us to orga-
nize a set of the dedicated VPS for the deployment of
the proposed infrastructure with the secure network in-
teraction and high performance, providing the adequate
information processing times, centralized storage and a
high performance of a distributed computing that are not
available on the personal computers.

For example at present the main purposes of the dis-
cussed system is solving the problems related with the
MegaScience NICA Accelerator Complex (Nuclotron-
based Ion Collider fAcility) created at the Joint Institute
for Nuclear Research (Dubna, Moscow region), aimed at
solving the fundamental problems modern physics [Alt-
sybeyev et al., 2018b; Altsybeyev et al., 2018c] and sim-
ulations of charged particles sources and linear accelera-
tors [Ovsyannikov et al., 2014; Altsybeyev et al., 2018a;
Altsybeyev, 2017].

2 Information System use Cases
Let us introduce the following definitions within the

considered system:
The Model — the aggregation on data described the

initial data for the experiments and links on the per-
formed experiments results. There are different model
types according to the solved problem types. For ex-
ample, models for cycling accelerators are differ from
models for the linear ones. Type of model determines
the set of the initial parameters and list of different for
each model type solvers (numerical algorithms with de-
termined input and output). There are template private
models which are available for editing only for adminis-
trator. Another models belongs to the

User — the account belongs to researcher. The user
can edit his own models and view shared data belonged

to the another users. Also it is possible to clone edit-lock
models (template or another users models) with the aim
to edit their without changing the original model. The
user can run some solver in the model and it adds the
task to the tasks queue.

Task is the entry consist of the aggregation of the refer-
ence to the corresponded model, reference to the solver
should be executed, execution status and results data if
solver is already executed. For executed tasks user can
study results in a plotted or a text data.

The UML use cases diagram of the described informa-
tion system is presented in Fig. 1.

3 Information System Description
3.1 General Relations

Main components of the information system and they
interaction are presented in Fig. 2.

3.2 User Interface
The user interface is implemented using standard tools

for the web application development. The main page
(Fig. 3) contains full list of the model available in the
database. The user can clone all and load his own mod-
els. The model page (Fig. 4) contains the lists of the ed-
itable parameters groups of the model and solvers(model
components), queue of the tasks with general informa-
tion(name, execution status, time of main events, etc)
and the control buttons, two areas for data plot visu-
alization, services monitor table and the area with log-
ging data. All performed operations are logged to the
database, these logs are available for reading in the user
interface.

3.3 Database
The database provides all interaction between the user

interface and the calculation services. The database re-
lationships are presented in Fig. 5.

The table owners contains a description of the sys-
tem users with names and id. The table modeltype-
snames contains name of the types of the models
currently available in the system. It is enough sim-
ple to add a new model type. To do it one have to
add a new model type name to the table modeltype-
snames and describe the model parameters joined in
groups(model components) in the tables modelcom-
ponentstypesnames, viewstypesnames, modelcomponen-
trelations, modelcomponentsviewsrelation, modelcom-
ponentsviewslabels, modelcomponentsviewssimpleitem-
pattern. All solvers is also model components. To add
solver additionally one have add records to the table
plotdata. Sometimes during development a new models
we are facing with a such problem — if expanding mod-
els of a certain type is necessary(adding a new solver
for example) it may be difficult to change all models
of such type. We propose and implement the solution
of this problem based on ”lazy filling” table rows there
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Figure 4. The model page

concrete data of new model components are stored. This
trick based on the following idea: the rows of the table
lazymodelcomponentsviewsitems are filled only then we
try to get data from this table. If the required record is
missed, the required record will be created and inserted
with some default content from the table modelcompo-
nentsviewssimpleitempattern. Additional mechanic with
the model components views allows us to represent the
model component using different ways. So, after cre-
ation a new model a new record will be added only to
the models table. After a new tasks adding by user a
new record to the table results with state ”In queue”
(from table resultstates) will be added.

3.4 Calculation Services
Calculation service is implemented using C++. It is

possible to run an arbitrary number of services that will
run on the different servers with the unique database
server. For solving a problems related with particle ac-
celerator design and simulation we use MAD-X code
[MAD, 2011]. Its scripting language is de facto the stan-
dard to describe particle accelerators, simulate beam dy-
namics and optimize beam optics at CERN. We build
MAD-X on the Linux platform as shared object file and
link with our calculation services. It allows us to do fast
calls of MAD-X routines without a creation a new pro-
cess as in a standard scenario of MAD-X using. Fast
calls is especially important when we use our custom op-
timization methods which require significant number of
calls MAD-X routines with the different inputs.

The high performance back-end services continuously
browse the tasks queue. Then the new task is appeared,
the service starts to execute it. Service reads corre-
sponded data for the task from database, builds objects
which represent model data and starts to execute corre-
sponded routine. The result of solver routine execution
is a structure with data described plots which should be
visualized and text data. As a result, this structure is
inserted in the database and then available for the visu-
alization using user interface.

4 Current Status
At present model for studying beam dynamics in syn-

chrotrons and transport channels is implemented and
continue to be developed and tested. The following abil-
ities are currently available:

1. calculation of nonlinear transversal beam dynamics
based on MAD-X PTC module (example of calcu-
lation is presented if Fig. 4).;

2. optimization of magnets with different effective
length arrangement;

3. Fourier analysis of errors of magnets and
quadrupoles;

4. calculation of distribution of betatron frequencies
and resonances;

5. correction of charged particle beam orbit in syn-
chrotrons and transport channels (example of cor-
rection is presented if Fig. 6).

5 Conclusion
Infrastructure of the developed information system al-

low us to perform the cooperative work in the researchers
team under the design and optimization of the charged
particle accelerators. At present works on development
of new algorithms and features for solving problems re-
lated with the MegaScience NICA Accelerator Complex
in progress.
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Figure 5. Database relationships

Figure 6. Example of the orbit correction in the booster
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